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Your day-to-day doesn’t
have to feel like a 3 ring
circus.
According to the In-House Creative Services Industry
Report, 72% of creative leaders say client behavior is their
biggest challenge. Gaps in communication with clients can
lead to project delays and negatively impact the quality of
creative work. So what can you do to foster more productive
relationships with your clients?
In this eBook, we’ll share how to become a “creative
ringleader” by strengthening relationships with your clients
and turning them into creative partners. More specifically, we
will cover:
• Understanding client motivations
• Managing client expectations during:
• Project intake and kick-off
• Creative execution
• Review and approval
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Balancing Client Expectations
The first step in strengthening your relationship with your clients is
to understand what motivates them. Your clients have goals that are
often centered on growing their business’s customer base and beating
the competition. And these goals are going to drive what they need
and expect from their creative agency. Essentially, your clients need
and expect you to make them look good.
But when it comes to client needs and expectations, some are
reasonable while others are unreasonable:
Some REASONABLE client expectations include:
• High quality work that’s going to help them accomplish their
business objectives
• Creative work delivered quickly with low-stress interaction
• High quality work that will build their individual reputation with
their customers, colleagues, and bosses
Some UNREASONABLE client expectations include:
• Instant turnaround on projects
• Unlimited rounds of review
• Creative work that meets their personal tastes
• Control over every creative decision
The main challenge that creative teams face when it comes to their
clients is meeting and exceeding the reasonable expectations while
managing down the unreasonable expectations. The next few sections
will present you with actionable ideas you can put to use at every stage
of the project lifecycle - from intake, through execution, to final review
and approval.
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Managing Client Expectations During Project Intake & Kick-Off
Let’s start at the beginning of the project lifecycle:
project intake. There are two client behaviors
common at the intake stage that can put a project at
risk before it even begins:

or some kind of request form. During this crucial
phase of the project intake process, there are several
opportunities for you to mitigate unproductive client
behaviors:

1. Submitting shallow creative briefs that don’t have
all the information needed ‘

1. Develop a library of creative briefs. Different types
of content - such as print, web, video, etc. - require
different types of information. Not to mention the
differences in the amount of information required for
different tiers of content - 30 second YouTube video vs
an ad spot. Therefore, developing different briefs for
different content types and content tiers will let you
collect the specs and direction your team needs.

2. Not anticipating all of the different elements
needed for their project
Both of these behaviors can result in project delays,
interpersonal friction, and reduced quality of work.
Typically, the project intake process begins with
asking clients to fill out a creative brief, work order,
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2. Ask the right questions. Ask specific questions
with multiple choice answers instead of open-ended
questions, which will enable you to coach clients
through the brief and allow them less room for
misinterpretation. This also makes the intake process
easier and faster for the client; they simply select radio
buttons and drop downs instead of writing out long
paragraphs. This can apply for most variables like
audience, goal, or color scheme.

3. Ask for and encourage attachments. A picture is
worth a thousand words, and an example can be
the best way for clients who aren’t trained in design
to communicate creative direction. In addition to
project components like copy decks or product shots,
encourage clients to submit samples of visuals that
they like (or don’t like) and examples of similar work
they’ve had in the past. Remember to ask them what it
is they like about the samples, such as the layout, use
of color or fonts, graphic styles, etc.
4. Ask “What else?” Save time and energy later by
asking now if there are any other elements that
the client will need for a project. You can do this
as a multi-select option or with a simple link to
another request type. It’s better to know about
extra deliverables up front when you’re planning
your team’s activities rather than later when it
becomes a rush job.
If you’d like to see an example of these best
practices implemented, check out our Sample
Creative Brief.
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Managing Client Expectations
During Creative Execution
After project intake, the next stage in your project lifecycle is
the project execution. During this phase, unscheduled client
interruptions and requests can slow down projects. Following
these strategies will help both sides - your creative team and
the client - move projects forward.
Be transparent and visible
Clients sometimes feel like they submit a project request
and then there’s radio silence until the work is ready for
approval. This leads them to come asking about project
progress. While you don’t want clients in your kitchen
(too many cooks spoil the broth) it is reasonable for
clients to want to know the status of their projects.
To cut down on unscheduled interruptions, share
regular status updates with your clients. Determine a
standard practice when it comes to how status updates
will be shared and how frequently they will be shared.
Communicate your update “schedule” to your clients
during the project briefing stage. This way, they know
what to expect and when to expect it.
Dissuade last minute add-ons
Let’s face it. You will have clients who come to you with
requests for add-ons. The best way to dissuade this practice
is to set up your creative briefs with questions that help your
clients anticipate add-ons during the initial project request.

However, for clients that come to you with add-ons after
the project is already underway, you might want to practice
saying “Yes, but...” instead of “No.” What that means is
saying, “yes, but not until next week” or “yes, but then we
have to pull time from your other projects.”
Accept that change is going to happen
Dissuade last minute add-ons but accept that change
is going to happen. Expect the unexpected. Especially
for your “tier 1” projects - those big brand initiatives,
with their longer timelines and lots of moving parts that
are often impacted by market changes. Be prepared
to adjust timelines, resources, and most importantly
client expectations. Pad your deadlines and build in key
milestones to check-in with clients and reevaluate the
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Managing Client Expectations During Review & Approval
For creative teams, the review and approval process is
one of the client interactions with the highest potential
for friction. Some of the common challenges faced by
creatives during this phase include:

change requests and back-and-forth between multiple
reviewers can quickly result in long, confusing email
threads. So what can you, the creative team, do to
resolve some of that friction?

Delayed feedback from reviewers /
clients
Vague and sometimes conflicting
feedback from multiple reviewers
Too many rounds of revisions that
push the project past deadline
Clients and reviewers can also get
frustrated during this process.
Many reviews take place over email,
where it’s difficult to describe

Creative Rationale
You asked for a full-page ad:
• Appealing to adults age 25 to 35
• With the color scheme of red and white
• Suggesting the emotion of jubilation
• Driving traffic to the web landing page
• Using a front shot of the product

Provide Creative Rationale
When asking clients for feedback,
keep in mind that days and
sometimes weeks pass between
making a request and seeing a proof.
Reviewers may have gotten fuzzy on
the goals and details of their request
during this time.
Reiterate the goals and objectives
of the project when passing a proof
for feedback. Restate the business
drivers that prompted the project in
the first place.
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Be Mindful of ROLES and RULES
Another common review challenge is getting proofs to the
right reviewers at the right stage of the approval process.
The review workflow might start with an internal group
that proofreads, then passes the proof over to the client
team, who hands it off to their compliance team. Some
clients may have 30-40 people reviewing your proof. How
can your creative team manage such a complex review
workflow? There are two key elements that shape the
review workflow: roles & rules.
ROLES are based on what reviewers bring to the
business. For example, the proofreader’s role is to fact
check and to approve spelling and grammar - but they
don’t provide feedback on the messaging or design.
Therefore, it’s important to be thoughtful about who gets
invited into a review, and how that may change at various
stages in the review process. Because every reviewer that
you invite has a potential to slow down a project.
A best practice is to let reviewers know why they’ve
been invited to review a proof. For example, you can
say “Product team, please ensure that the information

is accurate. Marketing team, please ensure that the
design and copy is aligned with your goals for the
piece.” This prevents team members from weighing in
on an element that’s outside of their expertise.
RULES are the triggers that move proofs forward
through the approval cycle. For instance, the proof
doesn’t go to the compliance team until the client has
approved it. One obvious best practice: only after all
reviews are in and edits, modifications, and changes are
made, should compliance be invited to sign-off. Inviting
them into the review process while design and messaging
are still being hammered out wastes everyone’s time. Think
about other stages in your review process where this kind
of rule applies - marketing team approves layout before
the proof reader checks copy, product team checks pricing
before brand approves design. Check out our Wrenches in
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Relationship building is an ongoing process that never takes a day off but
can have great returns on investment. To help you build collaborative
relationships with your clients, these are some tactics you can put into place
today.

Building Collaborative
Relationships
with Your Clients

Prove You’re a Strategic Contributor:
A frequent frustration that we hear from creatives is that clients see
them as ticket takers. If you want to shape creative strategy instead of
just executing on others’ ideas, you’ll need to demonstrate that your
team has a strategic contribution to offer:

Ask your clients about their business objectives, and ask them
regularly. Follow-up and ask for metrics. Did the work your team
produce help your clients meet their business objectives? Ask
questions like, “Did orders increase after the HTML eblast?” “How
has on-site conversion improved since we implemented responsive
design?” “Did you meet those quarterly sales goals?”
Be interesting by being interested. Assist your clients by
collecting and sharing their competitors’ communication styles
and design strategies. Then talk about how you can help them
outperform across all deliverables: print, web, video, etc.
Show them how you can help them beat their competition.
Assist your clients by collecting and sharing their competitors’
communication styles and design strategies. Then talk about how
you can help them outperform across all deliverables: print, web,
video, etc.
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Educate Your Client:
Ultimately, alignment between you and your client comes from shared
knowledge. So take advantage of the opportunity to get to know each
other’s processes and motivations.
Educate your clients on your processes. A simple way to do this is to
provide them with a flowchart of your team’s creative workflow. Highlight
stages of the workflow where they participate (i.e. request and approval
stages) and make them aware of potential ways projects can come off the
rails and what they can do to keep this from happening.

START: Develop
Concept/Content

Share for
Review &
Approval

Need sufficient time for:
• Design work • Layout
• Copywriting
• Editing

Make
Changes
& Edits

Share for
Review &
Approval

and competitors that can drive your design and
communication strategy.
The most valuable learning that comes out of
educational events is the opportunity for your
clients to discover your capabilities. Show them
your team’s strengths and experience.
ImageThis will enable your clients to trust you as
the expert, lead to more creative freedom, less

END: Final
Approval

Edits Needed

Educate your clients on design techniques and trends. In many cases,
clients are asked to critique design but have no design background or
training. If you take some time to teach them about composition, color
theory, kerning, and other techniques, you’ll stop getting feedback like
“make it pop.”

Use Lunch and Learns as an educational tactic. Bring clients together
with your team to share best practices, including hints and tips about how
they can provide more effective project requests and feedback on proofs.
But keep in mind that the learning and sharing should be a two-way street.
Your clients can share with you information about the industry, audience,
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Mastering the ClientCreative Balance
In order to turn your clients into creative partners it’s
crucial that you practice effective and collaborative
communication. The first step toward this goal is
making an effort to understand their motivations
and doing your best to meet and exceed their
reasonable expectations while managing down their
unreasonable expectations. This means managing
their expectations during project intake and kickoff,
execution, and review and approval.
Additionally, from the beginning to the end of your
interaction with your clients, you should be
consistently educating them. Educate them on your
process; educate them on design best practices;
educate them on your capabilities. This will lead
clients to trust you as the expert—giving you more
creative freedom, request your strategic guidance,
and eventually become your creative partner.
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We’re workflow experts. Have a question? Give us a call at 888.462.8044 or visit
inmotionnow.com to learn more.

InMotionNow is a leading provider of workflow management solutions for marketing and creative teams, facilitating
efficiency and productivity from project kickoff to final approval.
inMotion, the company’s flagship SaaS product, simplifies every phase of the creative workflow process, delivering
measurable value to enterprise clients across the globe. The application allows project stakeholders to manage,
track, and collaboratively review their print, video, and marketing email projects in a centralized online environment.
With a user-friendly interface and dedicated customer success team, inMotionNow helps creative and marketing
teams of every variety do the work they love, and automate the rest.

Please visit us at inMotionNow.com or speak with our workflow experts at 888.462.8044.
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